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Abstract

The upcoming deployment of vehicular ad-hoc networks
does not only facilitate novel telematics applications, but
also poses strong requirements on security. Especially the
adoption of active safety applications may raise new threats
to road safety if security issues are not properly handled,
thus thwarting their initial purpose. In this paper, a special
active safety application is considered that enables cooper-
ative foresighted driving through the exchange of local dan-
ger warnings, which are based on individual observations
and refer to the current road condition. From a security
point of view, the decision whether or not such an appli-
cation should rely on a reported hazard, is a crucial issue,
which cannot be completely protected by conventional se-
curity measures. We propose an additional security mech-
anism based on an information centric evaluation of the
plausibility of received hazard messages. We developed four
decision methods, which are based on voting schemes, and
evaluated them by simulation using two attacks trying to
manipulate the decision process by distributing false infor-
mation. Our results indicate that the proposed information
centric evaluation of remote observations is a reasonable
means to increase the stability and security of a coopera-
tive local danger warning service.

1 Introduction

VANETs - Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks - are a subset of
the class of mobile, self-organizing and decentralized net-
works, called mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), that con-
sist of cars acting as mobile routers. A couple of research

∗Major parts of this work have been carried out at BMW Group
Forschung und Technik within the scope of the PReVENT / WILLWARN
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projects have addressed technologies and applications ded-
icated to VANETs (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]). One of the major
stimuli for VANETs is the desire to further increase road
safety and traffic efficiency by using communication. In this
way, vehicles will be able to utilize sensor readings of other
vehicles and may thus extend their own sensing capabili-
ties. The exchange of local danger warnings (LDW), which
are based on local sensor readings, is considered one of the
most promising active safety applications for inter-vehicle
communication.

The security of such a system is of utmost concern, since
wrong or manipulated information could lead to a decrease
of road safety. Forged messages could ultimately provoke
accidents, a threat denoted as intelligent collisions in [7].
However, in such a highly dynamic system, with a poten-
tially large number of nodes, conventional security mea-
sures such as digital certificates, tamper-proof hardware and
network security schemes are not sufficient.

Therefore we propose a novel information centric ap-
proach - lightweight plausibility checks on application level
- that takes advantage of the large number of nodes that can
be expected in most traffic scenarios and complements con-
ventional security measures. We developed and analyzed
four decision methods and evaluated them by simulation us-
ing two attacks trying to manipulate the decision process by
distributing false information. We could show that the pro-
posed information centric evaluation of remote observations
is a reasonable means to increase the stability and security
of a cooperative local danger warning service.

This paper will focus on improving the security of LDW
systems by following an information centric approach and
evaluate the concepts by simulation. While it will relate
to specifics of message distribution, sensor / detection ap-
proaches and privacy where applicable, an in-depth discus-
sion of these topics is not within the scope of this paper.

The article is structured as follows: First, the basic
paradigms and characteristics of a local danger warning



service are described. Section 3 discusses the deficiency
of conventional security, specific security requirements, re-
lated work and attack scenarios. In section 4 we describe
our concepts of plausibility evaluation. Next, section 5
presents the simulation environment and the scenarios used
for the evaluation of the proposed approach. Section 6 con-
tains a detailed discussion of the results. Finally, section 7
sums up the results and points out to future work.

2 The Local Danger Warning Application

Predictive driver assistance systems are a key issue in the
visionary field of accident-free driving. Vehicles should be
enabled to foresee critical driving conditions and therefore
inform their drivers timely. In this context, direct communi-
cation among vehicles that form a spontaneous ad-hoc net-
work will complement on-board sensor systems, enabling a
new paradigm in driving assistance: collaborative and pre-
dictive situation-awareness. The exchange of local danger
warnings (also known as regional alerts), where vehicles
directly exchange information about dangerous traffic situ-
ations based on local sensor readings, strives to realize this
paradigm. In the following, we introduce the basic concepts
of such a service, as outlined in a variety of project descrip-
tions and articles (e.g. [19, 26, 5, 4]).

Cars1 equipped with an LDW Application try to auto-
matically detect hazards whilst driving, using their on-board
sensors. Possible hazards for example include low friction,
reduced visibility and obstacles on the road. Whenever a
potential critical road condition is detected, a new warning
message is generated and subsequently disseminated within
a certain area. By forwarding received messages, vehicles
act as relay nodes, thus enabling the distribution of mes-
sages beyond the immediate transmission range of the de-
tecting vehicle. Cars receiving such a message evaluate its
content. If there is sufficient evidence for a critical road con-
dition on the route ahead, the system notifies the driver ac-
cordingly and may take appropriate actions. When a driver
is warned, he can react timely and thus may avoid critical
conditions and accidents. Note that the local detection of
hazards, the message dissemination and the notification of
drivers must be conducted autonomously, i.e. without any
interaction of the driver.

In short, cooperative local danger warning basically
comprises the following three main steps:

Detection Process The integral requirement of an LDW
application is the autonomous detection of hazards on the
road. This is not a trivial task and poses some open research
questions (see e.g. [5, 12]). For the scope of this paper, we

1Although it is the LDW Application itself, which carries out that task,
the terms ”car” and ”vehicle” will occasionally be used to denote the LDW
Application.

assume that vehicles are able to individually detect certain
hazards without the need of cooperation with other vehi-
cles. In the following, the process of detecting the presence
or absence of a hazard is referred to as experience of the
vehicle.

Message Dissemination After an experience has been
made, a corresponding warning message is created by the
detecting vehicle and broadcasted accordingly. Receiving
vehicles store the remote information and relay the mes-
sage to other vehicles as long as they travel within a dedi-
cated area. By combining all available information from re-
mote experiences, each vehicle is able to conclude a picture
of the road situation ahead of its estimated route. Again,
an efficient and scalable message dissemination is beyond
the scope of this paper (e.g. [15, 26]). Two kinds of mes-
sages are considered: warning messages and revocation
messages. Whenever a vehicle detects a hazard, a corre-
sponding warning message is created. On the other hand,
when a vehicle passes the location of a hazard which has
been previously reported by other cars, and no hazard is de-
tected, a revocation message is created, informing other cars
that the potential hazard has possibly disappeared.

Decision Process The remote experiences received from
other cars need not to be evaluated continuously. Instead,
this is only necessary if a vehicle has been approaching a
potential dangerous area, which has been experienced and
reported before, up to a critical distance. In this case, the
LDW Application has to decide whether or not to take ac-
tion or notify the driver. As mentioned before, leading a
system into a wrong decision is one of the major threats.

The considerations and results presented in this paper are
based on the following system model. Each hazard is as-
signed three surrounding geographic regions (Fig. 1). The
innermost area is thereby denoted as recognition area, spec-
ifying the area where the hazard can be detected by the on-
board sensors of vehicles. Only vehicles inside the recog-
nition area will be actually able to detect the presence or
absence of a hazard. This region is enclosed by the decision
area, which in turn is enclosed by the dissemination area.
Whenever a vehicle enters the dissemination area of a haz-
ard, it will start to collect and distribute the messages con-
cerning this hazard. As soon as it enters the decision area,
the LDW Application decides whether or not to take action
or notify the driver. The size of these areas may depend on
several factors, like the type of the hazard, the current traf-
fic density and the course of the road network. To simplify
matters, for the scope of this article, these areas are assumed
to be circular. However, they may be adapted to follow the
road network more closely.
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Figure 1. The three geographic areas

The distance between the dissemination and the deci-
sion area (marked in Fig. 3.2 as ∆2) should give vehicles
approaching a hazard some time to collect relevant mes-
sages before they have to reach a decision. However, a
large ∆2 thereby may lead to a waste of communication
resources, because the benefit of the disseminated informa-
tion decreases with increasing age and distance to its origi-
nation. On the other hand, a small ∆2 may not provide suf-
ficient reception rates, in particular in sparsely connected
networks. If the vehicle has approached the hazard up to
the distance of ∆1, it enters the decision area and initiates
the decision process. If this process is triggered too early,
the quality of the conclusion decreases, because the hazard
may change with time. On the other hand, if the experiences
are evaluated too late, i.e. the hazard is already very close,
timely driver intervention may not be possible anymore (for
a more detailed discussion see e.g. [5, 14, 1]).

The process of collecting messages at first and reaching
a decision when entering the decision area is called delayed
decision. This procedure should compensate a possible lack
of connectivity, since the application gets some time to col-
lect all relevant messages for the hazard. It is worth men-
tioning that a vehicle may already be inside the decision
area (but outside the recognition area) of a hazard when re-
ceiving the first respective message. If so, a decision has to
be reached at once. This is denoted as late decision, since
the decision is not reached when entering the decision area,
but is made at a later point in time2.

3 Security

As pointed out before, security plays an important role in
traffic-related inter-vehicle communications. Conventional

2The term “late decision” refers to a global time reference. From a
local point of view, one could also say that this is an early decision, since
the vehicle has no time for collecting additional messages.

solutions focus either on securing the communication net-
work or on restricting the access to vehicle components by
utilizing well-known security measures, such as digital sig-
natures and trusted hardware. In this way, attackers are pre-
vented from manipulating the network or certain parts of
the vehicle. Even when assuming that attackers can neither
manipulate the VANET itself (for example, by injecting a
fabricated local danger message) nor vehicles (for example,
by exchanging certain parts of the hardware), there is still a
possibility of manipulation: Since the detection of hazards
is based on local sensor readings, an attacker may trick the
detection process of his vehicle by ”altering the physical en-
vironment” around his sensors [6]. In this way, a faked local
danger message could be created and subsequently dissem-
inated within the corresponding geographic region in the
VANET.

Although required for protection against other forms
of attacks, conventional security measures cannot protect
against this threat, because cryptographic protection con-
cepts cannot verify information itself. In other words, ma-
nipulating sensor readings to stimulate a false message may
still result in a perfectly signed and certified message. Revo-
cation of digital credentials due to detected false messages
is difficult because of the decentralized nature of VANETs
and the problem of automated on-time verification of infor-
mation in a dynamically changing environment.

Therefore, an additional application-level approach is re-
quired. There are two possibilities to mitigate the effects of
this threat:

1. Checking local sensor values for plausibility during the
detection process.

2. Evaluating the plausibility of information received
during the decision process.

We focus on the second issue, thus hardening the deci-
sion process against attacks.

3.1 Related Work

Manipulating sensors and thus affecting the detection
process can be made much harder by securing car com-
ponents against removal, alteration or replacement, so they
cannot be replaced easily such as proposed by [27] using
tamper-resistant technologies. If components have been
protected in such a way, a next step is to use a sensor reason-
ing module that catches the most obvious sensor deceptions.
But ultimately there is no way of preventing manipulation
of sensor readings.

Manipulating the decision process (see sect. 4), the ques-
tion arises whether or not the cars are mostly known to each
other. On one hand, if the vast majority of cars is assumed
to be known, reputation systems may be used. [11] suggests



a distributed reputation system which establishes individual
trust relationships between the participants of a VANET, ap-
plying the ideas of reputation in ad hoc network routing,
such as in [21] in combination with reputation systems in
social contexts as in [16] to the field of LDWs. In this sys-
tem, the decision, whether or not to consider a reported haz-
ard is mainly based on these individual trust relationships.
A detailed analysis, which can be found in [23], shows sev-
eral weaknesses of this approach.

On the other hand, even if most cars in the vicinity are
unknown, information contained in received messages can
be collected and evaluated. In [17], a theoretical framework
to validate received data in VANETs is presented, based on
the most plausible explanation. However, the authors do
not provide methods to assess the plausibility of local dan-
ger messages and furthermore assume perfect communica-
tion, neglecting delays, transmission losses and collisions
in practical networks. [6] mentions plausibility checks as
a way of increasing security in traffic-related inter-vehicle
communication.

Another insider attack as pointed out in [9] is related to
resource restrictions of mobile devices such as battery life
or computational power. This may lead to nodes that for-
ward messages selectively only if they have an immediate
advantage, thus seriously deteriorating the performance of
the network. Further work on this topic has been done by
[8] and [22]. Since these resource restrictions are less rigor-
ous in cars, we will not deal with this problem in this paper.

3.2 LDW Threats and Security Objectives

We identified four threats on application level, which
may arise from the deployment of an LDW Application:

1. Road Traffic Interference: Influencing road traffic,
which may finally result in accidents (see also [7]).

2. Subversion of Accountability: Stimulating wrong ac-
cusations against a road user or enable attackers to stay
unidentified in LDW application types requiring legal
liability as pointed out in [25].

3. Impairment of Privacy: Generating movement pat-
terns by exploiting information such as position and
time in received messages (see also [18, 10]).

4. Remote Compromise of Vehicles: Manipulating ve-
hicles remotely by exploiting existing vulnerabilities.
This is possible theoretically, since the LDW Applica-
tion will have to be connected both to the internal elec-
tronic bus systems3 and to the interface of the wireless
network of a vehicle (see also [27]).

3e.g. to access sensor readings and to carry out certain actions upon
receipt of LDW messages

In the rest of this paper, we will focus on the first threat
- Road Traffic Interference.

VANETs are expected to become very large (see also
[7]), so messages received will typically originate from par-
ticipants which are a priori unknown. Therefore, an ini-
tial trust relationship between the communication partners
cannot be assumed. On the other hand, the high number
of participants should allow for multiple experiences of the
same hazard by different vehicles, and therefore enable the
compensation of false messages, provided that the number
of attackers is sufficiently smaller than the number of hon-
est nodes. We thereby assume that a node cannot possess
multiple identities, otherwise an attack known as the Sybil
Attack [13] could render voting-based solutions useless.

The main objective of this work is to minimize false de-
cisions conducted by the decision process. We thereby as-
sume that an attacker may only change the type of a local
danger message (i.e. whether it is a warning or a revoca-
tion message), by tricking the detection process of his ve-
hicle. Hence, the correctness of the type of a local danger
message cannot be guaranteed, so the system has to be ro-
bust against this kind of manipulation. To be more specific,
Byzantine Robustness or at least Byzantine Detection [24]
is aspired, exploiting the large average number of available
experiences. Applying voting schemes to the set of received
local danger messages thereby aims to enable the assess-
ment of the plausibility of remote hazard information.

3.3 Attack Scenarios

It is assumed that a certain fraction of the simulated ve-
hicles will misbehave, thus conducting some kind of attack.
Since the only possibility to manipulate is the message item
containing the type of experience, only malicious data at-
tacks are considered. Two different attacks were identi-
fied, namely the fake attack and the flip attack, which will
be explained subsequently. In both cases, the attackers do
only cooperate implicitly by acting equally in identical sit-
uations, and do not explicitly collude, e.g. by driving in
convoys.

During the fake attack, each attacker creates a warning
message whenever he enters the recognition area of a ficti-
tious hazard. All attackers thereby share the same fictitious
hazard. Since that hazard cannot be detected by honest par-
ticipants, these will create a revocation message once they
enter the recognition area. The goal of this attack is to trig-
ger a false positive decision of the LDW Application at the
attacked vehicles.

When conducting a flip attack, attackers invert the type
of experience included in their messages created, whenever
entering the recognition area of an actual hazard. Thus,
when attackers actually detect the presence of a hazard, they
will send a revocation message, while detecting the absence



of a previously existing hazard will result in a warning mes-
sage. The goal of this attack is to reach false negative de-
cisions at the victims whenever a hazard is present and to
reach false positive decisions when that hazard has disap-
peared.

4 Decision Process

The need for a decision process results from three rea-
sons. First, wrong detections cannot be completely ex-
cluded, so there is always the possibility that incorrect in-
formation is distributed. Second, the state of the hazard may
change with time, so that the received messages show an in-
consistent picture. For example, this may be the case when
the hazard has recently disappeared. Third, as was shown in
the previous section, attackers may try to disturb the system
by disseminating wrong local danger messages.

Three important requirements for the decision process
were identified:

1. Adaptivity. Since VANETs are highly dynamic and
the environment is changing continuously, the decision
process should quickly adapt to those changes. For ex-
ample, it should take only a small amount of time un-
til all newly approaching cars detect the disappearance
of a previously reported hazard, thus minimizing the
amount of wrong decisions.

2. Robustness. The necessity of a decision process fol-
lows from the understanding that received local dan-
ger messages may not always reflect the current state
of the environment. It is therefore crucial that a de-
cision method is robust against wrong messages, thus
providing correct decisions even under attacks.

3. Scalability. Due to the specifics of a certain hazard and
the dynamic nature of VANETs, the number of expe-
riences made with regard to a hazard may highly vary.
This in turn directly corresponds to the number of local
danger messages which can be utilized by the decision
process. Hence, the process should perform equally
well for most situations.

4.1 Decision Methods

We suggest lightweight plausibility checks, which esti-
mate the plausibility of a reported hazard solely by per-
forming voting schemes on the corresponding received local
danger messages.

Four basic decision methods have been developed and
analyzed:

1. Freshest Message: When a decision has to be
reached, only the most recent message of a hazard is

considered. If it is a warning message, then a posi-
tive decision is reached, if it is a revocation message,
a negative decision is made. It is assumed that this de-
cision method will not provide protection against ad-
versaries, however, it should achieve a high adaptivity
in attacker-free scenarios, resulting in only a few false
decisions.

2. Majority Wins: This decision method performs a
local voting over all received messages regarding a
certain hazard. Duplicates are not considered, hence
only distinct messages are counted. If the majority of
the messages are warnings, then a positive decision is
reached, otherwise a negative decision is made. It is
assumed that this decision method provides a high ro-
bustness against attacks.

3. Majority of Freshest X: This decision method is a
combination of the previous two methods. To reach
a decision, a vehicle will perform a voting, consider-
ing only the recent x distinct messages, regarding the
hazard in question.

4. Majority of Freshest X with Threshold: Finally, ex-
tending the previous decision method with a threshold
check results in this decision method. Thereby, it is
checked if the distinct messages received so far exceed
a certain threshold. If this is not the case, a negative
decision is reached for the hazard in question, other-
wise the result of the decision process is determined
by Majority of Freshest X.

5 Simulation

In this section, our simulation toolchain is outlined, fol-
lowed by a specification of the simulated scenarios.

5.1 Simulation Setup

Our simulation setup consists of two pipelined simula-
tors. The first one, GenMobTrace, simulates vehicle move-
ments based on a selected mobility model and a given road
map. A peculiarity of this simulator is the computation of
the direct reachability between two arbitrary nodes. This
is done by taking into account the transmission range and
a line-of-sight model, which simulates the obstruction of
the communications caused by buildings. It is thereby as-
sumed that buildings exist on both sides of each street, an
assumption which can be justified for inner-city scenarios.
GenMobTrace is a time-discrete simulator and has a reso-
lution of one second. The simulator generates a trace-file
of its simulation run, which is read by the second simulator,
AppSim.



Simulation area: 8 km2

Number of vehicles: 250
Simulation time: 1200 sec
Lifetime of a message: 200 sec
Communication range: 400 m
Hazard appearance time: 100 sec
Hazard disappearance time for fake attack: 1100 sec
Hazard disappearance time for flip attack: 600 sec
Start of fake/flip attack: 100 sec
Stop of fake/flip attack: 1100 sec
Diameter of recognition area: 50 m
Diameter of decision area: 300 m
Diameter of dissemination area: 700 m

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

AppSim was developed in order to enable rapid proto-
typing of applications for VANETs. Besides the applica-
tion logic, message forwarding algorithms can be simu-
lated, based on the reachability information computed by
GenMobTrace. AppSim is also a time-discrete simulator,
its resolution is up to one millisecond. For a more detailed
description of the simulation setup please refer to [14].

5.2 Simulation Scenarios

In all the simulation scenarios, 250 vehicles were simu-
lated for 1200 seconds on a 8 km2 section of a digital map
of Munich. Vehicles were placed randomly across the street
network and move according to a model after KRAUSS [20],
while choosing their destinations according to the random
waypoint model. The maximum communication range was
set to 400 meters, and messages will expire 200 seconds af-
ter they were created. A simplified message forwarding al-
gorithm is utilized, which transmits messages to every node
which is directly reachable, at every second of simulation
time.

A hazard was placed at an intersection in the center of
the simulation area, appearing after 100 seconds of simu-
lation time. For fake attacks, this hazard is fictitious and
disappears after 1100 seconds of total simulation time, thus
resulting in an attack time of 1000 seconds. For flip at-
tacks, this is a real hazard, which is present for 500 sec-
onds. In this case, attackers start their flip attack as soon
as the hazard appears, and continue for 500 seconds of sim-
ulation time after the hazard has disappeared, hence also
resulting in an attack time of 1000 seconds. A summary of
the simulation parameters is shown in Tab. 5.2.

The number of messages being considered by Majority
of Freshest X was set to 22, and the message threshold nec-
essary for Majority of Freshest X with Threshold was set to
2. Hence, the latter decision method requires at least three
received messages for a hazard in order to be able to reach

a positive decision. These values were determined by the
analysis of various traffic patterns, considering the above-
mentioned parameters.

In order to evaluate the four decision methods intro-
duced, they were simulated first without any attackers, in
order to be able to investigate their basic performance. Sub-
sequently, both the fake attack and the flip attack were sim-
ulated with increasing fractions of attackers, ranging from
5% to 40% in steps of 5%, to investigate the robustness
of the four decision methods. Hence, 68 simulation runs4

were conducted in total for the succeeding analysis, which
are all based on the same trace-file generated by GenMob-
Trace. The decision, whether a simulated vehicle is a well-
behaving node or an attacker is based on the internal node
number generated by GenMobTrace. For a fraction of 5%
of attackers, the first 5% of the nodes are considered to be
attackers, thus making every set of attackers a superset of
the smaller sets of attackers. As initial vehicle positions are
assigned randomly, so is the initial distribution of attackers.

6 Results

The simulation results are visualized in Fig. 2 and 3. In
order to measure the performance of the decision methods,
the percentage of false decisions with respect to the total
number of decisions reached within a simulation run was
utilized. A decision is considered as false whenever its re-
sult does not match the status of the actual hazard at the
time when the decision is reached. Both diagrams show the
performance of each decision method with respect to an in-
creasing number of attackers, and for the fake attack, also
in an attacker-free scenario.

Detailed progression diagrams have been utilized, in or-
der to analyze the simulation results. These diagrams show
the development of important key figures during the course
of simulation time, and are generated from trace-files of
AppSim, for each simulation run. An exemplary progres-
sion diagram is shown in Fig. 4.

In the following, we will first discuss the simulation re-
sults of each proposed decision method. Subsequently, we
will provide a summary and an evaluation of the results.

6.1 Freshest Message

Without any attackers, no false decisions at all were
made. This can be explained as follows: When the hazard
appears, there are already some vehicles inside its recogni-
tion area, which detect the danger at once and disseminate
warning messages. Thus, subsequent vehicles are warned

4The total number of 68 simulation runs results from 4 decision meth-
ods ∗ (1 scenario without attackers + 8 fake attack scenarios + 8 flip at-
tack scenarios).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the four decision
methods regarding the Fake Attack

and will make a correct decision. In case the hazard dis-
appears, there has to be a vehicle which is inside the de-
cision area but outside the recognition area, and which is
informed about the hazard, thus having already reached a
positive decision. This vehicle has to enter the recognition
area of the hazard after it disappeared and before any other
vehicle makes a decision. In this way, a revocation message
is created and distributed, informing other vehicles about
the disappearance of the hazard.

Looking at the fake attack, it reveals that the number of
false decisions increases almost linearly with the number of
attackers. The fraction of false decisions thereby is near the
fraction of attackers. As expected, a protection against this
type of attack cannot be identified.

Regarding the protection against the flip attack, the situ-
ation seems similar. However, as long as there are less than
20% of attackers, the results are better than those of the fake
attack. The reason is that at the beginning of the fake attack,
there are a lot of false decisions, which can be explained as
follows: As soon as the first warning message is dissemi-
nated (which is faked), all vehicles inside the decision area
have to reach a late decision, solely resulting in false deci-
sions. In contrast thereto, at the beginning of the flip attack,
most likely there are already some messages around, if the
hazard was recognized by an honest vehicle at first. So, for
this attack, attackers do not necessarily possess the initial
advantage they have for the fake attack. With an increasing
number of attackers, the initial advantage of the fake attack
becomes negligible and the number of false decisions for
the fake attack and the flip attack converge.

6.2 Majority Wins

It reveals that Majority Wins produces a non-negligible
number of false decisions even when there are no attackers
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Figure 3. Comparison of the four decision
methods regarding both an attacker-free sce-
nario and the Flip Attack

around. Analyzing the corresponding progression diagram,
it shows that all of these false decisions take place after the
hazard has disappeared, and persist as long as there are more
warning messages than revocation messages around. We
denote this period of time as the second adaption phase,
which is influenced by the lifetime of the messages. It lasts
from the point in time the hazard actually disappears un-
til about (disappearance time)+(message lifetime)/2.
Unlike the fake and the flip attack, there is no first adaption
phase when there are no attackers nearby.

Looking at the fake attack, the number of false decisions
is limited and does not significantly rise with an increasing
number of attackers. This is because all false decisions are
reached at a short period of time, after the faked hazard is
announced. We denote this period of time as the first adap-
tion phase, it is usually much shorter than the second adap-
tion phase. After this period, the number of revocation mes-
sages continuously outnumbers the number of warning mes-
sages, thus resulting in exclusively correct decisions within
the remaining simulation time. The decline of false deci-
sions between 15% and 20% of attackers (Fig. 2) is an in-
teresting aspect. In the former case, a lot of vehicles are
within the decision area when the first attacker is sending
his faked warning message, so all of these vehicles have to
reach a late decision, resulting in false decisions. In the lat-
ter case, since there are more attackers around, the attack is
launched at an earlier point in time. Because there are less
vehicles in the decision area at that time, less false decisions
are made.

Considering the flip attack, the number of false decisions
remains almost constant and even decreases marginally un-
til a fraction of 25% of attackers is reached. Looking at the
corresponding progression diagrams, it reveals that up to
this point, false decisions are still reached only within the



second adaption phase, thus providing robustness against
false messages. The effect of a decrease of false decisions
with an increasing fraction of attackers can be explained by
an increasing number of (false) revocation messages before
the hazard disappears. Therefore, the difference between
warning and revocation messages is smaller, which short-
ens the second adaption phase. The reverse effect, namely
an extension of the second adaption phase due to more false
warning messages after the hazard has disappeared occurs
with 30% of attackers, resulting in more false decisions.
Additionally, there are now some false decisions for a short
period of time after the hazard appears. Just like for the fake
attack, this period of time is denoted as the first adaption
phase, and is usually much shorter than the second adaption
phase. The decrease of false decisions at 40% of attackers
can again be explained by a shortening of the second adap-
tion phase.

Comparing both attacks, it reveals that the fake attack is
handled in a substantially better way. This is because there
is no second adaption phase for this attack. Since for both
attacks, all false decisions are reached within the adaption
phases, a shortening of these two phases may help to de-
crease the number of false decisions. This is aspired by the
next decision method.

6.3 Majority of Freshest X

By considering only the x most recent messages for the
determination of the majority, a shortening of the adaption
phases is aspired. As noted before, x was set to 22 for the
simulation runs conducted.

The false decisions of Majority of Freshest X in a sce-
nario without attackers are substantially lower than those
for Majority Wins. This is because the duration of the sec-
ond adaption phase is successfully reduced (as before, there
is no first adaption phase in such a scenario).

The performance with regard to the fake attack is almost
identical as compared to that of Majority Wins. This is be-
cause the first adaption phase is very short, and there is
no second adaption phase for this attack, so this decision
method does not improve the protection against the fake at-
tack. Furthermore, the result for 40% of attackers is worse
than that of Majority Wins. An analysis of the progression
diagram reveals that in this case, there are false decisions
after the first adaption phase, which are caused by consider-
ing only the recent 22 messages received.

Looking at the flip attack, in general there are less false
decisions as compared with Majority Wins, except for a
fraction of 40% of attackers. The reason for the latter is
similar to the corresponding scenario with the fake attack,
in such a way that there is a considerable number of false
decisions between the two adaption phases. An analysis of
the progression diagrams reveals that this kind of false de-
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Figure 4. Progression diagram for Majority
of Freshest 22 with Threshold 2, Flip Attack,
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cisions can be observed first with 30% of attackers.
In summary, this decision method significantly improves

the protection against the flip attack. However, considering
fake attacks, the performance is not enhanced. As almost all
false decisions are reached at the beginning of this attack, a
shortening of the first adaption phase would generally im-
prove the performance of this decision method with respect
to fake attacks.

6.4 Majority of Freshest X with
Threshold

The last decision method tested is an enhancement of
Majority of Freshest X. The goal is to reduce the number
of false decisions regarding fake attacks, by utilizing a mes-
sage threshold. In order to be able to reach a positive de-
cision at all, a minimum number of messages has to be re-
ceived at the time a decision is made. As noted before, the
threshold was set to 2, thus requiring at least 3 messages in
order to invoke Majority of Freshest X.

The performance in a scenario free of attackers is slightly
worse than that of Majority of Freshest X. This is because
the threshold adds a first adaption phase, in which all vehi-
cles reach a false decision. As soon as there are at least
3 warning messages disseminated, correct decisions are
reached until the second adaption phase.

Looking at the results of the fake attack, it reveals
that this decision method provides a significant protection
against this type of attack. Up to a fraction of 30% of at-
tackers, no false decisions are reached at all. With 35%
of attackers, a small first adaption phase emerges, and with
40% of attackers, false decisions are reached in the middle
of the attack.



Considering the protection against flip attacks, it shows
that it is comparable to the one provided by Majority of
Freshest X. However, the number of false decisions is gen-
erally higher for fractions of attackers below 35%. This is a
direct effect of the utilized threshold, which results in false
decisions after the hazard appears, even when there are no
attackers nearby at that time.

Altogether, this decision method almost completely
avoids false decisions with regard to fake attacks, while its
performance on flip attacks slightly decreases, when com-
pared with Majority of Freshest X (Fig. 3).

6.5 Summary

The analysis of the simulation results revealed some in-
teresting aspects. Since the results of Freshest Message
differ completely from those of the other decision meth-
ods, this decision method is not considered in the follow-
ing. For all remaining decision methods, nearly all false
decisions are reached within two adaption phases. For real
hazards, the second adaption phase is inevitable because of
the change of the state of the hazard. In addition, there may
be a first adaption phase, depending on the utilized decision
method. Concerning the fake attack, there exists only the
first adaption phase. Looking at the flip attack, the situation
is based on that of the real hazard, whereas a first adaption
phase is becoming more probable with an increasing num-
ber of attackers.

Usually, the first adaption phase is much shorter than
the second adaption phase, so the number of false decisions
reached in the first phase is usually lower than that reached
in the second phase. The simulation results indicate that
within the flip attack, the second adaption phase may be
extended as well as shortened by attackers. Furthermore,
late decisions may lead to a lot of false decisions, which are
reached at once. In the simulated scenarios, late decisions
exclusively occur for a short time after a real or faked hazard
was announced. This is because in our simulation scenarios
the VANET is of sufficient density, so vehicles approach-
ing a hazard will be able to collect the respective messages
before reaching a decision. Whenever an attacker is able
to send the first message concerning a hazard, he will trig-
ger late and false decisions at all vehicles currently within
the decision area. This is especially problematic for fake
attacks.

6.6 Evaluation

Of the four decision methods tested, Freshest Message
achieves the highest adaptivity and thus produces the best
results in the absence of attackers. However, it provides no
protection against attacks, and is therefore considered as an
inappropriate solution.

Majority Wins provides a significant robustness against
false messages. However, the adaptivity is not very high,
which explains the considerable percentage of false deci-
sions in the absence of attackers. Interestingly, both attacks
do not scale, so for most cases in the simulated scenarios,
more attackers do not achieve more false decisions.

Evaluating the results of Majority of Freshest X, this de-
cision method seems to offer a good tradeoff between the
high adaptivity of Freshest Message and the high robustness
of Majority Wins. However, simulation results indicate that
this decision method may produce false decisions outside
the adaption phases, which is the price for its higher adap-
tivity. The choice of the parameter x enables an adjustment
between adaptivity and robustness, which can be considered
as contrary goals.

Finally, Majority of Freshest X with Threshold provides
the best result with regard to the fake attack (Fig. 2). How-
ever, for the flip attack, it performs slightly worse than Ma-
jority of Freshest X, which provides the best results for this
attack (Fig. 3). However, as false positive decisions could
possibly be more dangerous than false negative decisions,
Majority of Freshest X with Threshold is considered to be
the best solution of the decision methods introduced.

Regarding scalability, it is assumed that all decision
methods can be utilized with an increasing number of ve-
hicles, since the number of relevant messages can be lim-
ited by an adaptive message lifetime. However, without fur-
ther simulation, no statements can be made about scenarios
with fewer vehicles, since the effects of reduced connectiv-
ity may affect the dissemination of messages, which in turn
affects the decision process.

Concerning the percentages of false decisions noted in
Fig. 2 and 3, these values have to be treated with care. As
the simulation results have shown, for most decision meth-
ods, false decisions only occur within the adaption phases,
whose length is independent from the overall attack time.
Therefore, increasing the attack time would probably lead
to more correct decisions, while keeping the number of false
decisions constant. Hence, attacks which last longer would
produce a lower percentage of false decisions, while shorter
attacks would increase the percentage of false decisions.

7 Conclusions

Our simulation results indicate that even simple deci-
sion methods, which are solely based on the number of re-
ceived distinct messages, might provide sufficient protec-
tion against attackers. Especially the results of the fourth
decision method, Majority of Freshest X with Threshold,
look promising. However, a lot of additional parameters
have to be investigated with the help of simulations, such as
different traffic scenarios (e.g. highways and rural roads),
a more specific radio and message propagation model or a



more detailed traffic simulation, in order to further analyze
this decision method. Furthermore, an important issue is the
determination of the two parameters of Majority of Freshest
X with Threshold. This has to be based on the current traffic
situation, which therefore has to be analyzed automatically
by the LDW Application.

In order to further improve the performance of the deci-
sion process, it is suggested that additional decision meth-
ods are considered. For example, taking into account local
sensor readings of the vehicle which has to reach a decision
and relate them to the reported hazard may help to reduce
the remaining number of false decisions.
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